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Why are we here?

Sustainable Energy has become much more viable/interesting…

Stability

Volatility

What’s

Next?



Why are we here?

Why?



Poll Question

“How skilled & knowledgeable are you regarding 

sustainable energy?”

5/5 – Very Skilled and Knowledgeable

4/5 – Above Average

3/5 – Average

2/5 – Below Average

1/5 – Low (I’m a rookie)



“What’s in it for me?”

The value we’re aiming to give you during this session is:

1. Share tangible ideas for what Procurement can do to 

deliver Sustainable Energy

2. Open Dialogue

3. Network Community

4. Get you started, if you’re not already



1. Procurement’s role    (Simon)

2. Sustainable energy reference points (Simon)

3. Using less energy    (Andy)

4. Sustainable energy sources  (David)

5. Networks & Suppliers   (Shirley, James)

6. Wrap Up     (Simon)

Agenda
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Procurement’s role

Simon



Procurement’s role

Innovation

Supply QualityCost

Sustainability



Building up knowledge & skills

Building up Knowledge Building up Skills

• Books

• Websites

• Network

• Webinars

• Tradeshows

• Database/Crib Sheet

• Concepts

How to…

• Focus on the right areas

• Influence your business & 

suppliers

• Create a sustainable energy 

business case

• Measure & monitor impact

• Buy solar or a PPA

>> To deliver a positive result



Making a difference

• Reflect where you fit into the eco-system

• Influencing your business and your suppliers

• Finding your speciality and angle



Where to influence - Scope 1, 2, 3 Emissions

Procurement can influence all Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions:



Supply & Demand Side Levers

There are two main groups of levers:

Demand Side LeversSupply Side Levers

Reduce, Reuse, UpcycleInstall & utilise more



Supply Side levers

It helps to understand where we can influence:

The easy option

Actually 

increasing 

installed green 

energy



Framework/Process

Create a framework for your business and/or your suppliers:



Where and how can we influence

We can work with our suppliers in different ways:

Collaborate DictateInfluence

• Collaborative Learning

• Collaborative Training

• Collaborative Buying

• Commercial Structures

• Industry Strategy

• Supplier Weighting

• Supplier KPIs

• Incentives

• Mandate
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Reference Points

Simon



Poll Question

“How much electricity does the world use per year?”

A – 54,000 TWh

B – 27,000 TWh

C – 13,000,000 MWh

D – 9,000,000 MWh

E – 600,000 MWh



Global Electricity Usage

Courtesy of IEA.org

2023 Global electricity consumption is ~27,000 TWh. Demand continues to increase – 

by 2025, Asia will account for half of the world’s electricity consumption and one-third 

of global electricity will be consumed by China



Renewables

Renewables account for ~1/3 of all electricity production with 

supply ramping up quickly:

Courtesy of IEA.org



Renewables – growth vs other sources

A comparison of sustainable energy sources shows that 

renewables is dampening fossil fuel generation:

Courtesy of IEA.org



Renewables – growth vs other sources

Solar is the big growth area:

Courtesy of IEA.org



Energy – Mix by country

The overall energy mix varies considerably by country:



Crib Sheet - some key numbers

I keep a crib sheet to help me calibrate scale:

Electricity Consumption Quantity pa

Total World
27,000 TWh

27,000,000,000 MWh

Europe
3,500 TWh

3,500,000,000 MWh

London
38TWh

38,000,000 MWh

1 X large heavy industry 

factory

200,000 MWh

200,000,000kWh
…varies considerably by factory

1 X mid-sized food 

factory

15,000 MWh

15,000,000kWh
…varies considerably by factory

1 X 4 bed house
4 MWh

4,000 kWh

1 X boiling a kettle 0.09kWh

Electricity Generation Quantity pa

Coal fired power station

size - 500MW

3.5 TWh

3,500,000 MWh

Nuclear power station

size 1 reactor, 1,000MW

7TWh

7,000,000 MWh

3 Gorges Dam

22,500MW

95TWh

95,000,000 MWh

Big wind turbine 

8-12 MW, offshore

(on shore 2-3MW) 

0.02 MWh

20,000MWh

World’s biggest solar farm

Bhadla, India 6kha, 2,245MW

0.73 TWh

733,000 MWh

10 X solar panels

4kW

4.5MWh

4,500kWh

1 TWh = 1,000 GWh = 1,000,000 MWh = 1,000,000,000 kWh

1 GWh = 1,000 MWh = 1,000,000 kWh

1 MWh = 1,000 kWh

7,700 

power 

stations

Sufficient

except 

summer to 

winter& day 

to night 

imbalance
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Using less energy

The Demand Side

Andy



My Experience

My experiences ….

operations – wide range of food & bev businesses

innocent drinks

carbon neutral factory design & operation

taking the energy design principles into industry

was:

• Ops/Supply Director across range of food & bev businesses

• latterly, ‘chief blender’ (Europe Ops Dir) @ innocent drinks

now:

• Consultant - industrial energy systems

• Business Dev Dir. – Caldera Heat Batteries 

    (Zero Carbon Heat)



Poll Question

Which is most important to you?

A – Sourcing more sustainable energy

B – Predictable energy pricing

C – Using less energy



In this section, we’re going to cover:

• a few principles to keep in mind

• innocent - the blender & ambitions for it

• principles of the blender energy design

• how do the learnings apply

• a UK food business example

Contents for section



Cheap energy means we treat it as a ‘one way’ resource.  
We consume, then release to waste.

All energy tends toward heat

• Heat, often called ‘low grade energy’, is a resource that we 
should value highly, conserve & re-use or sell

The technology for sustainable energy solutions for 
industry is pretty much all there

• Don’t wait  

• The cost-effective application of technology is key

• Many engineers understand how to move forward.  And  
many don’t.

Most factories are designed by separate teams – 
Construction, MEP (Mech, Elec, Plumb), and Process 

• This leads to sub-optimal outcomes

• Put the Process & MEP together to optimise energy use.

Start with the end in mind

• Plan for all electrification and design from there

• Work back to what you can do now ready for when low-cost 
electrical power is available

reduce 
energy 
needed

reuse 
energy upcycle 

energy
generate 

renewable 
energy

• The best energy your business will 

ever procure is the energy it never 

uses!

• The next best energy the business 

will buy is the energy it re-uses!

A few principles …and lessons learnt

Principles & lessons learnt



‘the blender’ – innocent drinks’ own juice and smoothie factory 

Give the planet a seat on the design team of the earth’s 
favourite little healthy drinks factory

inspire wider change

Introducing the blender



the blender



Fully electric, operationally carbon neutral design

the blender - Rotterdam



Production flow.  Heat energy flow.



the process

reduce 
energy & 

temps 
needed

reuse 

energy upcycle 
energy generate 

renewable 
energy

=> 100% electric &  
carbon neutral 



• Steam for ONLY what is really required.  Avoid a steam network to feed lower temp services

• Decrease temperature - level for pasteurisation - 90°C > 85°C

• Melt frozen juices with hot water instead of steam

• Multi temperature heat circuits (65°C where possible, 90°C for pasteurising & CIP)

• Maximise chill temperature (+1°C reduces energy required by 3%).  
• Run the warehouse 1°C warmer
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Stage 1 – reduce the energy and temperatures needed



Stage 2 - Reuse as much energy as possible

Introduce more energy efficient 

pasteurisers with extended surfaces 

and low dTs

Pre heat CIP water with waste heat 

from air compressors

reuse 
energy
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Where it’s not possible to cascade, then upcycle:

• Use heat pumps to upcycle waste heat from our HVAC & condenser plant

• Take ‘waste’ heat at c. 25-35°C and promote to 65°C and then again to 90°C

• Two 250k litre heat batteries to provide service water at useful temperatures for the 

site processes

reduce 
energy 
& temp  
needed

reuse 
energy upcycle 

energy

th
e 

p
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We could upcycle energy to within limits:

• We avoided making steam we didn’t need

• But where we couldn’t re-use heat for steam, we installed an e-boiler, scaled 

to meet those needs

reduce 
energy 
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reuse 
energy upcycle 

energy
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the blender - only ~55% of the energy of same size peer factories

But we still required power:

• CO2 neutral = incremental (new) RE capacity

• Renewable energy through solar panels and 2 wind turbines 

• ~29GWh of generation - 3 GWh Solar & 26 GWh wind

reuse 
energy upcycle 

energy

Stage 4 – Generate Renewable Energy

reduce 
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generate 
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the process

reduce 
energy & 

temps 
needed

reuse 
energy upcycle 

energy generate 
renewable 

energy

=> 100% electric &  
carbon neutral 



• 900T / wk of frozen food

• Process: freeze / temper / cook / freeze

• 9% efficient use of gas to cook the product

• c. 6MW instantaneous, or 44GWh pa Gas

• Electrically powered refrigeration system 
rejecting heat to atmosphere

Reduce energy required:

• 50% improved existing cookers

• 74% better efficiency in 2 new additional cookers

A 42% reduction => 3.4MW

Re-use & Upcycle in 2 stages:

• 1st stage heat pump - 30oC up to 80oC

• 2nd stage heat pump - 80oC to Steam temps

• Total heat of rejection 2.6MW + Compressor 
power of 1.1MW

Total useful energy available => 3.7MW

A decarbonisation pathway IF we now source 
renewables on the supply sidereuse 

energy upcycle 
energy

An existing factory Apply the lessons

reduce 
energy & 

temps 
needed

reuse 
energy upcycle 

energy
generate 

renewable 
energy
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generate 
renewable 

energy
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Sustainable energy sources

Supply Side

David



Poll Question

Have you had a report produced to review the impact of 

solar PV and/or waste to energy on your business?

A - No, I am aware of these technologies but have not had the 

time to research /begin reaching out to suppliers

B - I am currently considering one or both of these technologies 

but have not yet reached out

C - Yes, I am in conversation with suppliers

D - Yes, I already have one or both of these technologies



Novalux Overview

Energy from waste

Biomass

Solar



When to use solar, biomass, fuel from waste

The way we should deploy these sustainable energies is: 

• Good for processes 

with a significant 

heating requirement

• Heavy user currently 

using gas or coal

• Access to biomass as 

waste product or 

renewable source of 

energy (eg sawmills, 

packaging 

companies, farmers)

Biomass

• Good for processes 

with a significant 

heating requirement

• Heavy user currently 

using gas or coal

• Has a waste product 

from a process with a 

calorific value (we 

can test it)

Fuel from waste

• Any business 

currently using grid 

electricity

• Accessible roof 

space or land

• Solar is currently the 

cheapest form of 

electricity available – 

can be deployed in 

most commercial 

situations

Solar

>> Today we’ll major on solar



The process to source & install renewable energy

The process to source and install renewable energy is:

Design & 

Feasibility

Pre

requisites

Commercials

& Business 

Case

Business 

case 

validation & 

sign off

Energisation
Delivery & 

Installation

1 2 3 4 5 6



Key messages about Solar

• Technology – continues to develop (eg storage systems)

• PV Capacity – ramped up (China piled in)

• Installation – growing fast +26% ‘22 vs 21! 4.5% total global electricity 

• PV Prices - tumbled

• Overall cost – main part is now installation, not hardware



Step 1 – Design & Feasibility

Action by Customer Action by Novalux

• Confirm site location

• Confirm PV area

• Meter locations & MPAN 

supply #s

• Half-hourly data

• Produce Desktop Design

• Produce commercial 

forecasts

• Produce consumption vs 

production report (energy 

produced vs PV utilised)

Step 1 is about understanding the viability & potential benefit:



Step 1 – Design & Feasibility

Here’s an example of a business that has a relatively consistent 

consumption profile. The implication of their profile is great for 

solar which can provide a consistent base load:



Step 1 – Design & Feasibility

Here’s an example of a business that has a very season requirement, 

completely at odds with the solar curve – solar is less viable:



Step 1 – Design & Feasibility

There are a number of considerations that are required for roof 

mounted solar:

• Roof type

 

• Make-up (insulation)

 

• Structural integrity

• Skylights

 

• Parapets (shading)

• Reflection 

• Wind/snow

 

• Roof mounting kit 

• Ventilation 



Step 1 – Design & Feasibility

Equally, there are considerations for ground-based installations 

too:

• Ground makeup

• Pull tests (drive in pile) – mounting 

required. 

• Areas of beauty 

• Felling of trees 

• Flora & Fauna

• County/Parish Councils



Step 2 – Commercials & Business Case

Of the total amount of solar energy generated, the aim is to 

maximise own usage and minimise grid feed in:

generated

Own use

Grid feed in



Step 2 – Commercials & Business Case

On site battery storage means that rather than exporting to the 

grid, a good chunk of the energy can be stored and used later: 

Own use

From battery



Step 2 – Commercials & Business Case

The storage units are modular and relatively very easy to put in 

place:



Step 2 – Commercials & Business Case

When comparing proposals, ensure that key variables are similar:

Key Variables

• Price per kWhr 

import

• Price per kWhr 

export

• % of export

• Price per kWh peak



Step 2 – Commercials & Business Case

A typical solar installation pays 

back in 3-4 years and is an 

excellent money saver:



Step 3 – Pre Requisites

The main pre-requisites are:

Pre-requisite Time Period Key Points

Grid Connection 3 months
• Grid will either accept the scheme, accept with 

limited export or reject the scheme

Planning 3-6 months
• Planning permission esp for larger sites

• Glint & glare, ecology, ground assessment etc

Full Electrical 

Survey
1 week • Full site survey by Novalux

Structural Survey 1 week
• Roofs capable to take weight of panels

• Safety factor for wind and snow loads



Step 4 – The True Cost of a PV System

Make sure to check the quote whether these things are included or excluded:

• Grid Applications 

• Planning

• Scaffolding / Lifting

• O&M

• Health & Safety (Netting for skylights)

• Surveys

• Welfare Facilities

• Skip & Waste

• Access & Site Implications

Costs Permissions

• Planning applications for each 

system (where required)

• Glint & Glare, Ecology & Ground 

Assessments (where required)

• Grid Connection Costs & 

Agreements with network 

operators



Step 4 – The True Cost of a PV System - Performance Guarantees

In our experience, some providers provide a minimum 
performance guarantee for their solar systems and in the 
event this isn’t met, a financial payment to cover any 
shortfall.  

This type of guarantee is naturally given when suppliers have 
confidence in the PV units they are supplying



Step 4 – The True Cost of a PV System - Opex

Solar Opex costs are typically cheap. As an example

   One off service One off clean

3.2 MW  ~ £4,500  ~£12,500

1.1 MW  ~ £2,200  ~£6,500



Step 4 – Purchasing Mechanisms

There are typically 3 main ways to finance a solar installation:

• Typical Capex

Out-right purchase

• Power Purchase 

Agreement

• Fixed or variable tariff

• Only for large solar 

installations 

(>50GWh)

• Lengthy & hard to 

negotiate

• Hard to aggregate 

with other entities

PPA

• Pay a fixed monthly 

“rent” or lease 

payment

• Calculated using the 

estimated production 

of the system, in 

exchange for right to 

use PV system

• Export only and 

consumption projects

• Consumption would 

be required to stay at 

an agreed level

Solar Lease



Step 5 – Delivery & Installation

Installation….

Installation



Step 6 – Energisation

Energisation….

Energisation
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Networks & Suppliers

Shirley & James



Business Overview

An overview of our business:



Business Overview



Supply Chain Maturity Assessment

We have 16 targets for our supply chain maturity assessment: 



Working with suppliers



Stakeholder Engagement



Network Implications

Network capacity needs continued expansion especially in 

key bottleneck areas:
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Wrap Up

Simon



Key Messages

Key Messages

➢ #1 focus is to use less energy

➢ Installing solar is the easiest way to make a difference

➢ Storage is a key enabler for wind & solar

➢ Build up skills & knowledge together

➢ Create your own crib sheet

➢ Collaborate – influence – dictate?



Next Steps

Presenters, happy to share further expertise with you

Quarterly Webinars. Next one in Q1 2024

Varied group of presenters

Light-touch open network

“How to source sustainable energy” – White Paper
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Thank you

Questions
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